
STAND UP AND DEFENDTHE DEFENSELESS 
If the legislators in Augusta choose to legalize the destruction of 
viable human babies at anytime before birth, it will be an 
absolute travestybeing practiced in very few countries outside 
the communistic nations of China and North Korea. 
Unfortunately, this horrific practice has already been allowed to 
creepinto the USA' . lt must not be allowed to become lawful in 
Maine. 

As the following paragraphs will clearly convey, I am absolutely 
opposed to abortion otherthan possibly in the event of a 
serious risk of the death of the prospective mother. Abortion is 
simply not only wrong but desperately wicked. 

With the politics of -abortion, we can'tjust attempt to simply * 

wish this wickedness away. I'm sorry to have to say this but r 

what we really must do is to get this very satanic evil procedure 
off our backs once and for all. '

i 

The politics of pro-abortion laws is a toxic policy denying little 
wee ones inthe womb, truly made by God in his very own 
image as well as being greatly cherished by Him, the basic right 
to life. Such laws represent nothing more than the politics of 
death. We must realize that we are in this struggle together. 
This requires true teamwork. - 

By annihilatingtraditionally basic human rights, pro-abortion 
laws act in direct opposition to what really should be our
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intended legislative purposes- i.e. to protect those traditional 
human rights. While every person since conception is a spiritual 
being greatly valued by God Almighty Himself, humanism has now thoroughly invaded our society. Almost unbelievably, 
politicians are now saying that abortion is a mere human right 
to be enjoyed by expectant mothers. How absolutely awful! 
Having had an abortion more than SO years ago at age 20, l’m 
personally able to attest_to the fact that yielding to abortion is really an arrogant response by both men and women acting A 

impulsively while in a panic and fear mode. The result is truly 
tragic as the life of a wee one known by God since He created 
the universe has been‘ ended- the life of a wee defenseless one who will never be able walk the earth while patiently seeking 
God's purpose for his or her own life. A 

We must stay focused on the fact that unlike us, aborted wee 
ones can never live to appreciate their God given rights, learn 
about God's absolute holiness or even how totake personal 
responsibility in all things as they hopefullyprogress through 
life to a ripe old age. Therefore, what we must loudly say as a 
coordinated chorus-and in a loud voice far and wide across this 
mighty nation of ours is this: KEEP YOUR EVIL HANDS OFF FROM 
ALL UNBORN CHILDREN IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Comments by Judy Dean intended to be made available at the 
April 4 rally in Augusta, ME. Address, 773 US Rte.1, Perry, ME, 
,Te|c0.# 207-853-2978
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Freedom to Choose Life 

Because of thehorrendous Roe v Wade decision forced on the 
entire_U.S. citizenry on a nation-wide basis by a totally mis-
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guided U.S. Supreme Court in 1973, and which had absolutely 

no basis whatsoever under the U.S. Constitution, the number of 

shamefully aborted little babies in our nationtincreased by 

many, manymillions of souls over the last five decades. 

Thankfully, now that a recent and very well-grounded decision 
by the U.S. Supreme Court has vacated Roe v. Wade, we now 
can debate any possible merits that some thinkabortion can 
offer versus variousalternatives to abortion that are even now 
currently availa.ble- alternatives which can furnish badly needed 

supportto those who suddenly find themselves in deep trouble. 

Being no longer incumbered by Roe v. Wade, we are back to 
where millions of people spread across this mighty nation 

previously were - i;e that God made both males and females in 
His own image, that life truly begins at conception, and that all 
human lives are sacred and must absolutely be preserved. 

Unless you agree with those who believe aborting or killing a 

child at one's convenience is okay, kindly contact your 

legislators to let them know that abortion is unthinkable, that it 
should no longer be lawful and that Maine must absolutely not 

become; a sanctuary state for any abort1' ons- let alone become a 

state that allows the abortion of babies right up to birth, a 

death which is nothing but infanticide. Judy Dean, Perry




